Part II

Strategic
Development
Concept

Introduction
The fundamental idea that underpins the
Strategic Development Concept is that the
continued development and redevelopment
of Shelby County should be organized
around a strong, clearly defined framework
of identifiable places. This means Shelby
County intends to build upon the strength
and interrelationship between critical environmental resources and the presence and
vitality of the communities within the
County.
The Strategic Development Concept of this
Comprehensive Plan is based on two fundamental principles:
Ø New growth should be targeted to designated development areas following the
Community Elements Design Principles so
that growth takes place in a controlled manner without spreading into a dispersed,
sprawling pattern.
Ø Maintaining the Rural Landscape and
ensuring the protection of current and future agricultural and forestal land are essential to preserving the heritage and
unique character of Shelby County.
These principles are achieved through identifying designated development areas and
by describing the development appropriate
for these areas.
The Strategic Development Concept describes the vision for future development
within the County and establishes the general policy that supports the community of
place framework.
The Strategic Development Concept illustrates the basic parts that make up the
Shelby County community: its natural environment (Green Infrastructure), the Core
and Focus Areas of communities (communities of place), the rural communities and
landscapes, and the connections and transitions between them. The concepts are not

intended to be precise, but represent ideas
of where development should occur in the
County. Each component of the Strategic
Development Concept is essential to the
overall development, sustainability and the
quality of life desired by Shelby County citizens according to the comments expressed
and received during the eleven Townhall
meetings, seven Community Building Workshops, and two general Comprehensive Plan
Workshops conducted during the course of
the public participation process.
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Strategic Development Concept

The goals of the Strategic Development Concept are:
Ø Ensure development is environmentally sound - protecting, sustaining, and enhancing the County's Green Infrastructure
(air quality, water resources, soils, landscape, wildlife, and other natural and manmade resources, including the historic and
archaeological heritage, to benefit both
present and future generations).
Ø Create distinct, well-designed communities (including the revitalization of older
communities), Rural Landscapes and corridors with the essential supporting hierarchy of roads and transit networks, consistent with Shelby's overall goals.
Ø Promote a common framework within
which Shelby County and its communities
build, develop, and redevelop over time, to
achieve the vision of “ community of communities.” Each community will contain
memorable civic spaces according to type
and scale, and be designed to serve residents living in high quality neighborhoods,
linked by the county's primary image corridors. The county's communities will grow
through concentration and redevelopment
in their Core, centers and Focus Areas, consistent with countywide transportation network, with as many activities as possible
located within walking distance of one or
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more of Shelby County's hierarchy of centers. In this way, Community Cores and
centers will grow by infilling underdeveloped and vacant areas rather than simply growing outward.
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Ø Border and support the Community
Core and centers with less intense land
uses in community Focus Areas. These
uses may include any lesser degree of
activity, such as live/work uses of decreasing scale and intensity between retail uses
and adjacent residential areas.
Ø Transition development from the community Focus Areas to the Rural Landscapes encouraging compatible development within communities and the adjoining areas. The Transition Areas provide
an expansion area around the municipalities and their Focus Area that would concentrate development in order to main-

tain viable communities, limit development
sprawl, and ensure that public facilities
adequately and efficiently serve the municipalities and surrounding areas.
Ø Ensure rural residential development
that maintains rural character, preserves
the environment, water quality, and natural features, and develops at overall densities that do not exceed the capacity of
rural roads and public facilities or compromise the rural economy.
Ø Enhance the major arterials that serve
as the primary image corridors of Shelby
County and gateways to its municipalities. In that capacity these corridors will
be redeveloped, over time, from their
present condition to one that will provide
a more appropriate focus for Shelby
County's most prestigious commercial,
institutional and residential addresses.

Ø Utilize a system of greenways to mark
and protect Shelby County's critical environmental resources, including major rivers, steeper slopes, floodways and floodplains. Locate bicycle and pedestrian corridors in the greenways and along all
major streets and roads to enhance the
interconnection between living, working,
institutional and recreational uses.
Ø Recognize the private property rights
of the individual within a balanced framework that considers the public interest
and shared values of the community.

form a system of Green Infrastructure.
These natural resources give Shelby
County a unique identity and make it an
appealing place to live and work, while
contributing directly and indirectly to
Shelby County's economy.
The Green Infrastructure element of the
Strategic Development Concept organizes
the place specific elements of the ecosystem analysis and the other County environmental, natural and heritage resources
into a related system consisting of the
Cahaba and Coosa Ridges and Valleys,
river edges, stream corridors, forested
areas, mountainsides, important plant and
wildlife habitats, greenways and trails,
scenic areas and corridors, historic and
archaeological sites, and other open spaces
(natural and man-made) of special importance (see Ecosystem section of the Plan
for more detailed discussion).
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Ø Provide streets, pedestrian paths and
bicycle paths that contribute to a system
of fully connected, interesting routes to
all destinations whether publicly or privately financed. The street network should
be planned and designed for accessibility
at speeds compatible to pedestrians, bicyclists and automobiles and include many
through streets to provide internal accessibility that disperses rather than concentrates traffic.

Each of the following sections (Green Infrastructure, Communities of Place and
its several parts, and Community Connections) begins with a short introduction of
the value and place of each topic in the
Strategic Development Concept. In each
case, the introduction is followed by a
GOAL and associated Objectives and Policies pertaining to the topic at hand. These
Goals, Objectives and Policies shape the
framework for guiding the County’s actions and decision making for land development over the next twenty years.

Green Infrastructure
The Strategic Development Concept presents a pattern on the land that begins
with Shelby County's Green Infrastructure. The values of county residents expressed during the public planning sessions around the county demonstrated
high regard for a high quality of life-and
that begins with the natural environment,
which supports all life.
The mountainsides, forests, streams,
stretches of agricultural land, and numerous historical sites are tangible assets that

The Green Infrastructure will provide the
basis for where and how development and
redevelopment should occur. Community
design should require the conservation of
Green Infrastructure elements on a site
while providing for development at full
density on the area that remains. Conservation of the Green Infrastructure should
be incorporated into regulations with performance standards that will support the
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Green Infrastructure, highlight its environmental and economic value and provide flexibility.

mentation strategies will protect integrated
systems, rather than individual resources.
Implementation includes the following:

The County will apply a Green Infrastructure strategy to guide the implementation
of environmental policies. This strategy
is based on three goals:

Ø Regulatory protection of the Green Infrastructure.

Ø Conservation - Create a stronger relationship between natural and built environments.
Ø Preservation - Retain and protect existing environmental, natural and heritage
resources.
Ø Restoration - Add to the Green Infrastructure wherever possible.
The Green Infrastructure resources are
interdependent and many of the imple-

Ø Incentives for adding to the Green Infrastructure.
Ø Provisions for public and private
stewardship.
Ø Education programs about the Green
Infrastructure.
Regulation of protective buffers, donation
of open-space easements, purchase-of-development rights and performance standards are methods available to the County
and individual property-owners to manage these elements.

Green Infrastructure Goal,
Objectives and Policies
GOAL To establish a land use pattern
that balances the needs of
growth with the need to
maintain the integrity and
sustainability of the regional
ecosystem, by protecting and
expanding the County's
natural and cultural resources
while accommodating growth
within the natural constraints
of that ecosystem.

GI-1.3
Prohibit encroachments on
valuable natural resources.
GI-1.4
Target lands meeting the
definition of Green Infrastructure for
preservation or conservation through
incentives such as density bonuses or
transfers development rights.
GI-1.5
Establish better coordination
with the environmental community,
whose goal of preserving a sustainable
natural environment is consistent with
the vision and goals of this plan.
GI-1.6
Recognize the inter-relationship
of drainage basin features, which
moderate flooding, preserves soil and
water quality, filters pollutants and
provides critical habitat.
GI-1.7
Achieve and maintain a level of
water and air quality that will protect
the health and welfare of the public.
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The County recognizes its Green Infrastructure as a collection of natural, cultural, heritage, environmental, protected,
passive and active resources that are integrated into a related system. It provides
the framework for strategic land use planning policies, provides the context for development and enhances the quality of
life throughout the County.

GI-1.8
Protect specimen, old growth
trees whenever possible, whether
public or private.
GI-1.9
Preserve and protect animal and
plant habitats and corridors.

Objective GI-1
Conserve, maintain
and expand Shelby County's Green
Infrastructure and promote its
sound and wise use in support of
the local economy, as well as the
health and welfare of residents.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

GI-1.1
Preserve and protect the
County's heritage woodlands,
agriculture, view sheds and roadways,
and including areas of steep slopes,
flood
plains,
environmental
significance, whose aggreg ate
constitute the framework of Green
Infrastructure.
GI-1.2
Prohibit improvements in open
spaces having an established sense of
nature unless necessary and unlikely
to detract from the primary values of
open space in the County.

GI-1.10 Preserve and protect natural
open space.
GI-1.11 Proactively promote and support
private and public conservation
programs to advance conservation
programs within the County.
GI-1.12 Establish land use and zoning
regulations over unincorporated, flood
prone areas of Shelby County, as
authorized by Chapter 11-19, Code of
Alabama.
GI-1.13 Seek to establish the Cahaba
River Wildlife Management Area, as a
permanentl y protected natural
resource for the benefit of Shelby
County residents and the public at
large.
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Objective GI-2
Ensure a high quality,
sustainable development pattern
and built environment that
promotes the health, safety,
convenience and general welfare
of the public and the vitality of the
local economy, while maintaining
and enhancing the health and
integrity the regional ecosystem.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

GI-2.1
Require that new, unincorporated
development occur within existing or
plan-designated communities of place,
consistent with this plan.
GI-2.2
Prohibit new, unincorporated
development that degrades the
character and integrity of the Rural
Landscape
and
the
Green
Infrastructure.
GI-2.3
Make recreational open space
readily accessible to pedestrians and
cyclists by sidewalk, path, trail, and/
or bike lane.
GI-2.4
Revise or replace existing land
development regulations to be
consistent with advancing vision and
goals of this comprehensive plan.
GI-2.5
Require that all
development respect
existing topography,
streams
and
vegetation
and
minimize
the
disturbance
of
e nv i r o n m e n t a l l y
sensitive areas.
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GI-2.6
Provide for a
variety of building
types and techniques
to
permit
e nv i r o n m e n t a l l y
sensitive areas to be
developed with a
minimum of ecological
disturbance.

GI-2.7
Establish water wellhead
protection areas as necessary.
GI-2.8
Protect
watersheds
by
developing regulations promoting rural
residential densities and land uses,
limiting impervious surfaces and
minimizing clearing and grading.
GI-2.9
Identify and protect scenic views
of landscapes and natural features that
are important in establishing the
visual character of the County.
GI-2.10 Develop management strategies
to ensure that development respects
and
preserves
the
Green
Infrastructure.
GI-2.11 Recognize that much of the
Green Infrastructure is made up of
natural resources that are fragile and
irreplaceable and seek mechanisms
that protect and preserve these
resources.
GI-2.12 Develop and implement such
additional regulations as are necessary
to advance the goals of this plan within
the enabled authority of Shelby County.
GI-2.13 Seek legislation to enable Shelby
County to enact regulations and tools
to achieve the vision and goals of this
comprehensive plan.

GI-2.15 Promote dark sky lighting,
unobtrusive signage, noise abatement
and the application of design guidelines
in all commercial and industrial
development.
GI-2.16 Establish a program for the
reclamation
and
appropriate
redevelopment of unused or abandoned
quarries, mines, refuse piles, gas wells,
pits and brownfields.

Objective GI-3
Preserve and protect
the cultural, historical and
archeological resources of Shelby
County.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

GI-3.1
Review and update the inventory
of historic buildings and sites.
GI-3.2
Recognize and honor stewardship
of historic properties and sites.
GI-3.3
Work to develop historic
preservation programs and/or
ordinances that protect buildings, sites
and districts of historical, architectural
and cultural significance, to
complement the county's tourism
program.
GI-3.4
Promote architectural compatibility
of new development, including infill
development, in designated development
areas where significant historic resources
exist.
GI-3.5
Promote development of
incentive driven mechanisms to
protect historic resources.
GI-3.6
Promote a partnership between
preservationists and the development
community

GI-3.7
Assist property owners in
preserving historic sites.
GI-3.8
Promote and support the listing
of structures, sites and districts to the
State and/or National Register of
Historic Places.
GI-3.9
Promote and support the
continuing development of a
countywide cemetery registry and
establish a program for preserving and
maintaining these important cultural
and historical resources.
GI-3.10 Preserve public-owned cultural
and historic structures and sites.
GI-3.11 Promote community awareness
of local culture and history through
the development of educational
programs.
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GI-2.14 Develop and implement a range
of incentive driven mechanisms for
protecting Green Infrastructure, such
as conservation subdivisions, transfer
of development rights and density
bonuses.

GI-3.12 Develop and distribute marketing
approaches and materials to promote
heritage tourism.

Objective GI-4
Establish protected
wildlife corridors to enable
wildlife on public lands to migrate
into new forage areas.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

GI-4.1
Coordinate with appropriate
staff, wildlife biologists, environmental
groups, and sportsmen associations to
develop appropri ate criteria to
establish, locate, and maintain
protected wildlife corridors.
GI-4.2
Protective covenants shall be
sought to protect designated wildlife
corridors.
GI-4.3
Identify and seek grants, loans
or other sources of funding for
acquiring the land, covenants or
easements necessary for establishing,
managing and monitoring a wildlife
corridor.
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Communities of Place
Communities of Place may already exist,
grow, develop or redevelop in four different types of locations within the context
of the Strategic Development Concept:
Community Cores, Community Focus Areas, Community Transition Areas and
Rural Landscapes. Each is explained in a
separate section following this overview
along with the goals and policies and actions dealing with Communities of Place.
The County's ultimate development pattern will be based on the long-term commitment to maintaining distinct communities, Transition Areas and Rural Landscapes. Each area has a preferred development pattern that is distinct and that
will determine the location of public infrastructure and facilities over the next
20 years.
The County values the character of each
of the established communities and will
be proactive in working to assure a vibrant future for them. The communities
of Shelby County offer a window to the
County's past, present and future. Today,
the communities, while still influenced by
their suburban and agricultural tradition,
play a more varied role that includes retail and service-based businesses, homebased businesses, educational opportunities, as well as serving as bedroom communities for many who commute to jobs
in the Birmingham region. The County
recognizes that the health of each municipality and rural community contributes to the County's overall strength and
attractiveness as a place to live. To that
end, the County is committed to a new
era of partnership with the municipalities.
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Growth poses challenges to the historic
design features and character of some
communities. Conventional suburban style
development is frequently adjoined to
municipalities with little sensitivity to the
traditional design, transportation constraints and unique architectural qualities of the existing community. Careful
consideration must be given to both scale

and design of new developments to preserve and enhance the traditional community character.
One of the guiding principals of this Comprehensive Plan is to encourage growth
to occur in and around these existing
municipalities, villages and crossroads
thereby preserving the rural character,
agricultural lands and important Green
Infrastructure. In order to attract new
development away from large rural lots,
the existing municipalities and rural communities need to offer a high quality of
life and continue to be perceived as desirable places to live and work. This will require targeting the investment of time,
energy and resources to the designated
municipalities and rural communities.
Accomplishing this goal presents these
four challenges:
Ê Insuring that municipalities and rural communities maintain and enhance existing character and remain desirable
places to live, thereby attracting residents
who would otherwise choose to live in the
countryside.
Ê Insuring that new growth complements and enhances the character of the
existing communities.
Ê Insuring that the County consults with
the municipalities and county residents
regarding planned growth around their
communities.
Ê Insuring that an affordable and a wide
range of housing opportunities are available to the citizens of the county.
The County recognizes the importance of
its existing communities and their associated Focus Areas. The County will help
make the communities active and vibrant
and will encourage the location of facilities such as post offices and schools, which
function as community gathering points,
in the municipalities and villages. The
GOAL and associated Objectives and Policies encourage development to occur
within the existing communities while
preserving the character of those communities and their historic and cultural features.

GOAL To establish a countywide land
use pattern focused on the
creation and expansion of
Communities of Place, as the
preferred development form
for
accommodating
and
managing future growth in
Shelby County.
Objective CP-1
Ensure that
municipalities and rural
communities are attractive places
to live and work.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CP-1.1 Discourage future growth and
development that degrades the
character of the Rural Landscape and
undermines the integrity and viability
of existing and future communities of
place.
CP-1.2 Promote and support future
growth that advances the development
of communities of place.
CP-1.3 Promote and support future
growth and development that
complements and enhances existing
communities.
CP-1.4 Promote and support municipal
efforts to advance walkability, livability
and diversity of choice through good
community design, consistent with this
plan.
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Communities of Place Goal,
Objectives and Policies
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CP-1.5 Promote and support municipal
efforts to require a recognized
Community Core, provide a full range
of housing types, and provide for a
diverse, stimulating social, cultural,
recreational
and
spiritual
environment.

CP-2.2 Promote and support municipal
efforts to maintain, enhance and
expand
commerciall y
viable
downtowns.

CP-1.6 Promote and support the
adaptive re-use, redevelopment,
maintenance, conservation and
improvement of existing
housing stock.
CP-1.7 Require
that
new,
unincorporated development
occur within the Core, focus and
Transition Areas of plandesignated centers.
CP-1.8 Require that the design of
new,
unincorporated
development
follow
the
traditional town, village or
hamlet model of neighborhood
development consistent with
this plan.
CP-1.9 Promote dark sky lighting,
unobtrusive signage, noise abatement
and the application of design guidelines
in all commercial and industrial
development.

Objective CP-2
Advance the
development and/or
redevelopment of distinct
communities, separated and
defined by gateways, greenways,
natural buffers, or major road
corridors and protected sensitive
environmental areas of the
County's Green Infrastructure.
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constitutes the framework of Green
Infrastructure.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CP-2.1 Preserve and protect the
County's heritage woodlands,
agricultural lands, view sheds and
roadways, including areas of steep
slopes, flood plains, and sensitive
environmental areas, which aggregate

CP-2.3 Promote and support the
strengthening, intensification, and land
use diversification of municipal
commercial centers.
CP-2.4 Channel new development into
existing or plan-designated centers and
development areas thereby retaining
the county's rural character.
CP-2.5 Direct a mix of non-residential
and residential development and
special districts into Focus Areas or
Transition Areas directly adjacent to
Focus Areas.
CP-2.6 Support the provision of public
facilities that encourage and support
development within Community Core
and Focus Areas.
CP-2.7 Prohibit urban or suburban
development patterns in the plandesignated Rural Landscape.
CP-2.8 Prohibit urban or suburban
development patterns outside of
existing development areas or plandesignated communities of place.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CP-3.1 Promote and support municipal
efforts to allow compact and traditional
neighborhood, mixed-use development
patterns in Core and Focus Areas.
CP-3.2 Promote and support municipal
efforts to apply context and scale
appropriate, traditional community
design to future development.
CP-3.3 Promote and support municipal
efforts that require new residential
development preserve the Green
Infrastructure and incorporate openspace conservation into its design.

Objective CP-4
Encourage the
protection of Shelby County's
historic and archaeological
resources.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CP-4.1 Require incorporation of
historically significant structures, sites
and resources into community master
plans as a component of Green
Infrastructure.
CP-4.2 Treat historic and archaeological
resources as a part of the Green
Infrastructure.
CP-4.3 Actively
promote
the
preservation of historic structures,
sites and resources.
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Objective CP-3
Coordinate planning
for growth with municipalities
and rural communities.

CP-3.4 Require master plans
for plan-designated town,
village or hamlets, that
include the Core and Focus
Area and may include the
Transition Area and follows
a compact and traditional
neighborhood, mixed-use
development pattern.
CP-3.5 Require that new
unincorporated growth in
the Rural Landscape occur
within, or as an extension
of, plan-designated towns,
villages, hamlets or
associated Focus Areas, in
accordance with a master
plan.
CP-3.6 Master plans shall incorporate
a variety of housing types and lot sizes
and an appropriate range of nonresidential uses, designed as a
traditional neighborhood.
CP-3.7 Require that new unincorporated
development preserve the Green
Infrastructure and incorporate openspace conservation into its design.

CP-4.4 Develop and implement a range
of incentive driven mechanisms for
protecting historic and archaeological
resources.
CP-4.5 Work with the local communities
towards the designation of County
historic and cultural districts.
CP-4.6 Work with local historic
preservation advocacy groups and
citizens interested in preserving the
County's historical resources.
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CP-4.7 Promote the preservation of
farm buildings and structures as part
of the agricultural infrastructure and
as contributing elements to the visual
integrity of the Rural Landscape.

Objective CP-5
Ensure that new
development does not exceed
the County's stated ability to
provide the needed services
and infrastructure.
To accomplish this objective, the
following policies should be
implemented to the fullest extent
possible and/or as appropriate.

CP-5.1 Develop and implement an
Adequate Public Facilities
Ordinance, that establishes levelsof-service criteria for the
provision of public facilities and
infrastructure, consistent with the
goals and objectives of this plan.
CP-5.2 Promote and support an
intergovernmental Adequate
Public Facilities program to foster
cooperation and coordination among
governments and service providers
with the goal of reducing or eliminating
the inefficiencies and duplication of
services.
CP-5.3 Limit gross development
densities to ensure that future
development stays within the
capacities of water and sewer systems.
CP-5.4 Actively support appropriate
improvements or expansions of public
infrastructure in communities that
accommodate new growth on re-use,
infill, brownfield, grayfield or other
sites where facilities are already in
place.
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CP-5.6 Develop new tools, techniques,
incentives and/or funding sources that
offset or defray public costs associated
with new development, including, but
not limited to impact fees, tax sharing,
tax increment financing, public/private
partnering, grant programs, etc.

CP-5.5 Withhold support for public
facility
improvements
that
accommodate new growth on
greenfield or other Rural Landscape
locations, unless associated with a
plan-designated town, village or hamlet
master plan.

Objective CP-6
Work with Boards of
Education to influence the location
of school facilities that meet the
County's educational needs and
promote the goals of this plan.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CP-6.1 Develop a program that
integrates goals of the Boards of
Education with the goals of this plan.
CP-6.2 Support the development of
neighborhood schools of a size and
scale appropriate to function as a focal
point of a walkable, traditional
neighborhood.
CP-6.3 Promote and support the location
of neighborhood schools in Core and
Focus Areas, as focal points of walkable
neighborhoods.
CP-6.4 Work with the Boards of
Education, to redraw school districts
consistent with community boundaries.

CP-6.5 Promote opportunities for transit
use by students, through the use of
compact site design, reduced parking
provision and the location of schools
in Core and support areas consistent
with this plan.

mercial activity along a roadway without
any attempt to form or identify with community. Two essential elements of these
communities at any scale or form are the
Community Core and Focus Area.

Objective CP-7
Promote and support
the development and wide
distribution of affordable housing
for all county residents.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CP-7.1 Provision of affordable housing
shall be a required component of
community master plans, consistent
with this plan.
CP-7.2 Research,
develop
and
implement such criteria, performance
standards, incentives, regulations or
other tools and mechanisms as
appropriate and necessary to ensure
the safe, sanitary, and fair provision
and distribution of affordable housing.
CP-7.3 Ensure that adjacent and nearby
housing avoids extreme disparities in
affordability without degrading
diversity.
CP-7.4 The use of "in-lieu-of" payments
that allow developments to "opt-out"
of providing their fair share of
affordable housing within their master
plans, shall be prohibited.

The Strategic Development Concept is built
around the idea that each of the municipalities and rural communities will have
an identifiable Community Core. A Community Core functions as the activity center or "downtown" of each community,
providing a mix of residential and business uses in a compact setting. A Community Core should have a lively, robust character suitable for employment, commercial and public activities. The Community
Core should provide for a mix of land uses
including dwellings, commercial and office uses, personal and household service
establishments, institutional uses, public
facilities, parks, playgrounds and other
similar uses meeting the needs of the adjoining neighborhoods.
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The Community Core

Community Core structures and facilities
should have a larger scale than those of
their surrounding neighborhoods. Community Cores must be compact and designed
to accommodate pedestrian and vehicular traffic through the use of an interconnected street pattern and human scale
shops with a complement of services and
amenities. Community Core development
should be mindful of future transit facilities in appropriate locations.

CP-7.5 New development master plans
shall demonstrate a sufficiently wide
distribution of affordable housing
units.
In Shelby County, communities have many
scales - incorporated municipalities, villages, hamlets and crossroads - and many
forms - traditional towns, residential subdivisions, rural countrysides. Some of
these communities, regardless of scale or
form, have developed around a traditional
Community Core. Other areas have developed as individual, scattered residential
subdivisions or unconnected strips of com-
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While much of this will
occur through redevelopment and in phases,
an overall concept plan
for each Community
Core should be developed so the interrelationship of its parts
(residential, commercial, office, civic, public
open space and transportation network) can
be evaluated. This is occurring in many of the
County's municipalities.
The County should work
with rural communities
and municipalities to
help identify and plan
for appropriate Core areas.

The Community Core Goal,
Objectives and Policies

CC-1.2 Require
that
new,
unincorporated development provide
appropriate and compatible mixed-use
development in the Core.

GOAL To establish a countywide land
use pattern that supports the
development
of
viable
Community Cores as the
preferred, primary economic,
social and cultural hub of
existing and future Shelby
County communities.

CC-1.3 Prohibit the widespread
scattering of business and key public
and institutional uses, outside Core
and Focus Areas.

Objective CC-1
Advance the
development of viable Community
Cores, by concentrating and
integrating appropriate
residential and non-residential
uses and intensities in and around
the Core area.
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To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CC-1.1 Require
that
new,
unincorporated
development
concentrate non-residential activities
in Core areas of communities.

CC-1.4 Require
that
new,
unincorporated development provide
higher residential densities near the
Core and lower densities further away.
CC-1.5 Promote and support municipal
efforts to develop viable Community
Cores, consistent with this plan.
CC-1.6 Provide public facilities as an
incentive to development within
Community Core.
CC-1.7 Actively support appropriate
improvements or expansions of public
infrastructure in communities and
municipalities that accommodate new
growth in and around Core areas.
CC-1.8 Withhold support for public
facility improvements that undermine
efforts to create viable Community
Cores, consistent with this plan.

Objective CC-3
Encourage
communities to limit strip
commercial development and
zoning.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CC-2.1 Require
that
new,
unincorporated developments provide
well designed downtowns at their Core.

CC-3.1 Revise land development
regulations to discourage or prohibit
new strip or highway oriented
commercial
development
in
unincorporated Shelby County.

CC-2.2 Require
that
new,
unincorporated development locate the
community's most prominent public
and institutional uses, the bulk of its
commercial activity and its highest
residential densities, in and around the
Core.
CC-2.3 Prohibit development at nonrural densities, outside of Core and
Focus Areas.

CC-3.2 Withhold support for public
infrastructure
and
facility
improvements or extensions that
accommodate strip or highway
oriented commercial development.
CC-3.3 Promote and support municipal
efforts to prohibit or discourage new
strip or highway oriented commercial
development, consistent with this plan.

CC-2.4 Promote and support "retrofitting" in unincorporated, commercial
centers with compact and distinct
downtown areas, consistent with this
plan.

CC-3.4 Develop and enact a countywide
access management plan to alleviate
congestion.

CC-2.5 Promote and support municipal
efforts to maintain, enhance and
expand
commerciall y
viable
downtowns, consistent with this plan.

The Community Focus Area is where the
most intense residential and commercial
growth will most likely occur over the next
20 years. The Community Focus Area is
the more intensely developed area supporting the Community Core, which has
major civic activities and a number of
mixed use centers integrated into the
neighborhoods and special districts adjacent to the Community Core. In larger
scale communities, the Focus Area is
within the existing boundaries of a municipality and includes the Core area and
adjacent local schools. This is also true
for unincorporated areas at the village
scale. In the context of the Rural Landscape, the Community Focus Area should
not extend beyond a ¼ mile area that
encircles the Community Core, representing the "boundaries" of the hamlet or
crossroad.

CC-2.6 Promote and support municipal
efforts to develop compact and distinct
downtown areas, consistent with this
plan.
CC-2.7 Promote and support the
strengthening, intensification, and land
use diversification of municipal
commercial centers.
CC-2.8 Support the provision of public
facilities as an incentive to developing
distinct downtown areas.
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Objective CC-2
Advance the
development of compact and
distinct downtown areas.

The Community Focus Area
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As the primary location for residential and
nonresidential development, the manner
of growth and redevelopment in the Community Focus Area is of vital importance.
As each new development is absorbed into
the Community Focus Area's built environment, it is important that it be viewed
in the context of its larger community.
New residential and non-residential
projects should have a mix of complementary land uses and project designs that
ensure the long-term sustainability, or
environmental and economic health, of
both the individual development and the
community.
Neighborhood centers, open space and
Green Infrastructure are critical components of a healthy, vibrant community.
Neighborhood centers can provide for the

residents a walkable, recreation and shopping environment within or adjacent to
their neighborhood. As the name suggests,
neighborhood centers provide focus to a
neighborhood in the same way a Community Core provides a sense of place and
focus for the community as a whole. Open
spaces and greenways can provide the
connections between neighborhoods that
enhance the sense of community. The Community Focus Area will incorporate a
broad array of open space features at both
the community and neighborhood scale.
Such areas may be in the form of woods,
wet ponds, neighborhood and community
parks, community gardens, athletic fields,
tot lots, trails, streetscape areas and other
natural or man-made features that function as amenities for residents and visitors.

All development and redevelopment, both
residential and non-residential, should
implement a conservation design approach. Conservation design places a priority on preserving both sensitive environmental and man-made elements of a
site. Site development should take place
around these elements, incorporating them
into the design.
In some communities, much of the Community Focus Area has been developed
but will continue to evolve. As the second
wave of development occurs, the County
will encourage new growth and redevelopment in the Focus Areas. Infill projects
are key to completing larger community
development patterns. Redevelopment and
revitalization of aging or neglected areas
of the Community Focus Area are essential to the general health of the area. An
area's loss of vitality results in significant public costs due to abandonment of
older public infrastructure and declining
residential and non-residential property
values.
Infill development is the establishment of
a new land use on a site that may be undeveloped, underutilized or otherwise
marginally acceptable for conventional
development but is located within an established, stable community where public
facilities such as roads, water, sewer and
general services are available. A well-conceived strategy for the development of
infill lots will help reduce the adverse
impacts that result when two incompatible land-uses are adjacent to each other
and allow uses complementary to those
found on adjacent, developed sites. When

infill development occurs between disparate uses, the site should be developed to
blend in or transition between uses with
ample setbacks and buffering. Factors to
be considered in developing infill parcels
include the size of the parcel relative to
the sizes of adjacent parcels; site access
as it relates to regional access; community open space and civic area needs; impacts on the site due to existing or planned
regional transportation facilities; utility
connections; and the relationship to surrounding land uses and the physical location of those uses on the adjacent sites.
The Community Focus Areas contain the
majority of the County's population, employment and commercial centers. Moving people among these land uses smoothly
is the hallmark of an effective transportation system. The County places a high
priority on the establishment of a safe,
convenient and environmentally sound
transportation system for movement of
people to and from a Community Focus
Area as well as within it.
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Open space not only lends scenic beauty,
it also provides space for recreational activity. It is important that active recreation open space is readily accessible (i.e.,
pedestrian-oriented) and, when it is located
in a residential area, commonly owned,
either by a homeowner's association or
by the public. Neighborhood parks should
be numerous and easily accessed by the
pedestrian and bicyclist. The County's
overall goal is for open space to be within
walking distance of every residence in the
Community Focus Area.

With the coming of transit services, it is
important that the County plan land uses
accordingly. The municipalities in the
northern part of the County are designating future transit areas. These areas may
be targeted for redevelopment to facilitate
transit services, such as bus and rail. A
bicycle and pedestrian network should
connect key centers of employment, commerce, service and residential development. The County will continue to seek
federal, state and local funds to improve
the existing transportation network - to
become truly multi-modal.
The County's vision for the Community
Focus Area is that the municipalities increase in quality and become more distinct places. Policies below address ways
to improve livability through (1) protecting and recapturing elements of the Green
Infrastructure, including open space; (2)
ensuring compatible and complementary
infill development; (3) revitalizing and
redeveloping the aging areas in the Community Focus Area; and, (4) moving people
through an effective and efficient multimodal transportation system.
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The Community Focus Area
Goal, Objectives and Policies
GOAL To establish self-sustaining,
mixed use Community Focus
Areas as the primary
location for growth and
development in existing and
future
Shelby
County
communities.
Objective FA-1 Advance the
development and/or
redevelopment of distinct
communities, separated and
defined by gateways, greenways,
natural buffers, or major road
corridors and protected sensitive
environmental areas of the
County's Green Infrastructure.

FA-1.6 Support the provision of public
facilities that encourage and support
development within Community Core
and Focus Areas.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

FA-1.7 Prohibit urban or suburban
development patterns in the plandesignated Rural Landscape.

FA-1.1 Preserve and protect the
County's heritage woodlands,
agricultural lands, view sheds and
roadways, including areas of steep
slopes, flood plains, sensitive
environmental areas, whose aggregate
constitutes the framework of Green
Infrastructure.
FA-1.2 Promote and support municipal
efforts to maintain, enhance and
expand
commerciall y
viable
downtowns.
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FA-1.3 Promote and support the
strengthening, intensification, and land
use diversification of municipal
commercial centers.
FA-1.4 Channel new development into
existing or plan-designated centers and
development areas thereby retaining
the county's rural character.
FA-1.5 Direct the appropriate mix of
non-residential and residential
development and special districts into
Focus Areas or transition.

FA-1.8 Prohibit urban or suburban
development patterns outside of
existing development areas or plandesignated communities of place.

Objective FA-2 Advance the
development of Community Focus
Areas as distinct places that offer
a mix of residential, commercial
and employment uses, and include
a full complement of public
services and facilities, amenities
that support a high quality of life,
and a compact design that
supports the County's Green
Infrastructure.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

FA-2.1 Promote and support municipal
efforts to accommodate growth
following the model of the Community
Focus Area.

FA-2.3 Require that new unincorporated
growth in the Rural Landscape occur
within, or as an extension of, a plandesignated town, village, hamlet or
associated Focus Area.
FA-2.4 Required master plans for plandesignated town, village or hamlets,
shall fully incorporate the Core and
Focus Area and may include the
Transition Area.
FA-2.5 Require that each Community
Focus Area be designed and developed
as an efficient, compact, mixed-use and
pedestrian-oriented community.
FA-2.6 Require that each Community
Focus Area be designed to fully
integrate the County's Green
Infrastructure.
FA-2.7 Design all new development
proposals in the Community Focus
Area using the "conservation design"
approach as detailed in the Plan.
FA-2.8 Establish a build-out relationship
between
the
residential and
non-residential
components of all
mixed use projects
that is consistent
with
the
comprehensive
plan.
FA-2.9 P r o h i b i t
strip development
of any type and
develop zoning
performance
standards and an
a c c e s s
management plan
to discourage this
pattern
of
development.

Objective FA-3 Direct public
investment and resources into,
and give priority to, development
and redevelopment of uses that
enhance existing public
infrastructure and capital
facilities and services.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

FA-3.1 Provide public facilities as an
incentive to development within
Community Core.
FA-3.2 Promote
and
support
development or redevelopment projects
that use public infrastructure and
transportation facilities already in
place.
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FA-2.2 Promote and support municipal
efforts to identify and designate
appropriate areas as Community Focus
Areas.

FA-3.3 Actively support appropriate
improvements or expansions of public
infrastructure in communities that
accommodate new growth on re-use,
infill, brownfield, grayfield or other
sites that use facilities already in place.
FA-3.4 Withhold support for public
facility
improvements
that
accommodate new growth on
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FA-3.10
Promote
and
support an intergovernmental
Adequate Public Facilities
program to foster cooperation
and coordination among
governments and service
providers with the goal of
reducing or eliminating the
inefficiencies and duplication of
services.

greenfield or other Rural Landscape
locations, unless associated with a
plan-designated town, village or hamlet
master plan.
FA-3.5 Prohibit or withhold support for
any development project not having
access to existing public infrastructure
and transportation facilities, unless
part of an approved town, village or
hamlet master plan.
FA-3.6 Require that new development
projects provide inter-parcel vehicular
and pedestrian access opportunities to
adjacent vacant parcels.
FA-3.7 Require the consolidation of
small lots and tracts into larger parcels
that
can
support
a
more
comprehensive design and servicing
approach.
FA-3.8 Reconfigure certain, recorded
archaic subdivision plats that remain
undeveloped or underdeveloped, and
whose lot and building configurations
are not compatible with the goals of
this plan.
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FA-3.9 Develop and implement an
Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance,
that establishes levels-of-service
criteria for the provision of public
facilities and infrastructure, consistent
with the goals and objectives of this
plan.

Objective FA-4
Direct
public investment and
resources towards
recapturing, protecting and
expanding the Green
Infrastructure in developed
areas and towards promoting,
providing and expanding
alternative transportation modes.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

FA-4.1 Actively support and promote
private contractual exchanges of
density or development rights within
the Focus Areas.
FA-4.2 Seek intergovernmental or joint
land use planning agreements that
facilitate density or development right
transfers from rural areas and into
municipal Core and Focus Areas.
FA-4.3 Direct transportation funding to
Community Focus Areas where
planned land uses and population
densities warrant the expansion of
roadway capacity and the installation
of alternative transportation systems
to the extent allowed under current
funding requirements.
FA-4.4 Establish better coordination
with the environmental community,
whose goal of preserving a sustainable
natural environment is consistent with
the vision and goals of this plan.
FA-4.5 Proactively promote and support
private, State and Federal conservation
programs and their allocated
resources.

Community Transition
Areas
An essential element of the Strategic Development Concept and of the Plan is the
recognition of Community Transition Areas. Transition Areas should be jointly
planned by the County and municipality
to provide a balance between the natural
and built environments, and should serve
as both a visual and spatial transition
between the built areas of the community
and the Rural Landscape.
The Transition Area provides an expansion area around the municipalities and
their suburban area that encourages concentrated development in order to maintain viable communities, limit development
sprawl, and ensure that public facilities
adequately and efficiently serve the municipalities and surrounding areas.
New development designs within the Transition Area will incorporate both suburban and rural features. It is envisioned
that the Transition Area will afford some
unique development opportunities within Shelby County
at intensities greater than
those typically permitted in
the Rural Landscape. The
Transition Area boundaries
should set the limits of water and sewer extension, police and fire protection, planning boundaries and mark
the edge of future municipal
limits.
Many factors were considered in the development of
the Transition Area boundaries. These include accounting for the Green Infrastructure elements that provide
a natural boundary; the ability of a community to provide services in an effective,

efficient and logical manner; ensuring that
all areas of the County are provided essential emergency services either by a municipality or a special district; understanding the existing and likely future development patterns and road networks necessary for service provision. The Transition Areas around the County's communities should be established as a part of
the State planning and zoning legislation
in the Code of Alabama to allow new residents and public facilities a place to locate and theoretically enable large
amounts of open land to be preserved for
farming and for maintaining the area's
rural character.
Growth around the municipalities' limits
must be carefully coordinated with the municipality to insure its consistency with
the character and scale of that community, as well as to provide for the proper
extension of utilities and roads. The
County will explore alternatives such as
annexation and coordination with the incorporated municipalities in order to promote compatible development and land use
regulation.
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FA-4.6 Establish land use and zoning
regulations over unincorporated, flood
prone areas of Shelby County, as
authorized by Chapter 11-19, Code of
Alabama.

Development, through the application of
conservation design, will define a green
edge between the Transition Area and Rural Landscape. The prescribed conservation design will develop a contiguous net-
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work of natural systems to achieve the
County's Green Infrastructure objectives.
A key implementation step of the Plan is
the development of a Transition Area plans
in concert with the Community Elements
Design Principles.
Properties within the Transition Area vary
in development potential with respect to
lot size, permissible densities, access, surrounding development patterns and Green
Infrastructure features offering a diverse
pattern upon development.
The Transition Area should create unique
residential communities using conservation design techniques that fully implement Green Infrastructure policies and
preserve substantial amounts of open
space. The strategy for residential densities is to start with higher densities around
the Community Core and centers in the
municipalities, moving to lower clustered
suburban densities in the Transition Areas and then to still lower rural by right
densities in the Rural Landscape. This approach provides an internally consistent
density pattern in appropriate locations
for all of the County's desired housing
types, lot sizes, neighborhoods and communities.
The open space and Green Infrastructure
elements provided in developments will
link developments together and promote
a transition in land development intensity between the Transition Areas and
Rural Landscapes.
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In order to promote the transition from
Community Focus Area to Rural Landscape, the character of the road network
in the Transition Area should be designed to promote a visual transition.
This may include revised road lanes,
rural shoulders, direct driveway access
points and increased building setbacks.
The Transition Area contains many
historic roads or segments of roads that
are important to Shelby's transportation network. Portions of arterial and
collector roadways that traverse the
County are in the Transition Area. Developers will be expected to pay for the
majority of costs for these improvements. A Countywide Transportation

Plan should be prepared and provide specific transportation policy direction for
development in the Transition Area.

The Community Transition Area
Goal, Objectives and Policies
GOAL To establish Community
Transition Areas that provide
context appropriate expansion
areas for communities, while
balancing the natural and built
environment and providing a
visual and spatial transition
between the built areas of the
community and the Rural
Landscape.
Objective TA-1 Promote and support
intergovernmental coordination
and joint planning efforts with and
among municipalities to ensure a
development pattern in fiscally
balanced growth that will not
unduly strain County or municipal
resources.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

TA-1.1 Develop
joint
planning
agreements with municipalities to
improve coordination and cooperation
on land use, annexation and other
matters affecting the Transition Areas.

TA-1.3 Develop
joint
planning
agreements with municipalities that
coordinate rezonings and subdivision
development within areas adjoining
municipal boundaries and in
designated Transition Areas regarding
the provision of utilities, public
facilities.

Objective TA-2 Advance a
development pattern that provides
a visual and spatial succession
between the Transition Areas and
rural development that fully
integrates the elements of Green
Infrastructure and establishes
natural open spaces.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

TA-2.1 Prepare or require the
development of Transition Area plans
in concert with associated Community
Core and Support Area master plans
and consistent with the Community
Design Principals of this plan.
TA-2.2 Require the incorporation of
existing natural resources and systems
and cultural or historical landscapes/
viewscapes in project master plans.
TA-2.3 Prohibit practices such as clear
cutting for the purposes land
development, that degrade the
functional integrity of natural systems
and Green Infrastructure.
TA-2.4 Require the application of
conservation design practices, such as
conservation subdivisions and
transfers of development rights, that
protect the functional integrity of
natural systems.

TA-2.5 Transition Areas shall gradually
decrease density and intensity from
the suburban densities at the edge of
associated Core and Support Areas, to
the very low, by right rural densities
of the Rural Landscape.
TA-2.6 Require that commercial retail
and service development in Transition
Areas are compatible with the rural
economy and the existing businesses
of the municipalities.
TA-2.7 Require residential uses within
the Transition Area to be developed in
a clustered pattern, with base densities
and design appropriate for local
conditions.
TA-2.8 Require clustered development
(aka conservation design/subdivision)
to promote the clustered siting of
houses rather than only the clustering
of lots on a parcel.
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TA-1.2 Discourage new development in
unincorporated areas adjacent to the
corporate limits of municipalities
before moving into contiguous
designated Transition Areas.

TA-2.9 Require that non-residential
activities be consistent with the
context of the Transition Area with
an appropriate range of uses
compatible with character of the
Transition Area and the Rural
Landscape.

Objective TA-3 Promote and advance
the creation of a "greenbelt"
where appropriate within and
around the Transition Areas to
assist in maintaining the distinct
character of each community or
municipality.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

TA-3.1 Seek development of a
contiguous greenbelt through the
dedication of open-space easements,
purchase or transfer of development
rights, very large-lot subdivisions,
conservation subdivision and
clustering and other means.
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TA-3.2 Require that open spaces/Green
Infrastructure protected through
conservation design, be contiguous to
other open space and unique site
features.
TA-3.3 Promote
and
support
development, enhancement and cross
jurisdictional integration of trails and
their connection to other open spaces
and Green Infrastructure.
TA-3.4 Recognize the interdependence
of water bodies and their associated
slopes, vegetative cover and wetlands
and their crucial functions of
moderating flooding and climate
extremes, preserving soil and water
quality and filtering pollutants.

TA-4.2 Major collector and arterial
roads that serve significant traffic
outside of the Transition Area will be
planned for the necessary capacities
and roadway sections to accommodate
through trips.
TA-4.3 Accommodate through capacities
of major collector and arterial roads
that transverse the Transition Area
shall not degrade the planned
transitional-to-rural character.

Rural Landscapes
The Rural Landscape is a critical component of the Strategic Development Concept, for the County is fundamentally committed to retaining Rural Landscapes as

TA-3.5 Protect specimen, old
growth trees along the
roadways, whenever possible.
Roadways should not be widened
at the expense of the tree-lined
border.
TA-3.6 Proactively promote and
support private, State and
Federal conservation programs
and their allocated resources to
advance conservation programs
within the County.
TA-3.7 Establish land use and
zoning regulations over
unincorporated, flood prone
areas of Shelby County, as
authorized by Chapter 11-19,
Code of Alabama.

Objective TA-4 Ensure a compatible
road network in the Transition
Area based on the ultimate
planned densities.
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To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

TA-4.1 Develop typical cross sections of
collector and arterial roads in the
Transition Area to reflect the planned
land use and density policies.

an essential asset of Shelby County. The
Rural Landscape includes those parts of
the County outside of the municipalities
and the Transition Areas around the municipalities. Shelby County has long recognized the value of retaining the Rural
Landscape as the home of its agricultural
community. These farms and communities are important economic, scenic and
historic resources.
Rural residential development has accelerated rapidly as the result of inexpensive land resources, a lack of development
controls and a good school system. This
activity is destroying the Rural Landscape

The rural heritage and economy that has
given Shelby its truly unique character
must be preserved and enhanced. Although some development may occur in
clusters, overall residential use will be limited in order to retain the economic, ecological and scenic value of the countryside. Conservation and cluster design of
residential areas, along with the permanent protection of undeveloped land, will
protect the area's rural character and
significantly enhance the rural economy.
Public investment will be directed to incentives to landowners and businesses
that manage their land according to the
Plan.
In order to preserve these attributes of
Shelby County, any development that occurs in Rural Landscapes should adhere
to the following principles:
Ø Historic sites, including farmhouses,
outbuildings and barns should be incorporated into developments.
Ø Development should be limited on
critical slopes in order to maintain the
balance between slope, soils, geology and
vegetation.

Ø Scenic vistas should be protected by
limiting development and through height
limits on new buildings.
Ø River and stream corridors should remain undeveloped, especially floodplains
and wetlands.
Ø To protect rural roadways, development should be well buffered from the
road with existing vegetation preserved
or vegetative buffer planted, and with limited access points.
Ø Moderate density residential development is more appropriate on the periphery of Transition Areas.
The basic concept underpinning the
County's strategy for the Rural Landscape
is to protect the land resource of the area
for rural economic use. Such use requires
prime agricultural soils, protection of open
land and rural character; and relief of
the strain of rural residential development
on rural road capacity and service delivery. To accomplish these goals, the County
must limit the number of houses in the
Rural Landscape and direct new residential development, there and countywide,
to locations that are consistent with
County goals.
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and negatively affecting natural resources,
consuming rich agricultural soils, jeopardizing the rural economy, stressing rural
road capacities and raising concerns about
groundwater potability. It is also diverting limited public resources away from
areas more appropriate for growth.

The County recognizes, however, that rural residential living may provide a high
quality of life and respond to a substantial market niche. The County is also aware
that rural land values are in part related
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to the development potential for housing
and as such retaining acceptable land
value has been considered in establishing
rural residential policies. Agriculture is
not always compatible with nearby homes.
Non-farm residents in agricultural areas
make it more difficult to farm by objecting to the noise, odor and dust associated
with farming, and by making it more dif-

To help agriculture continue
as a long-term use in the Rural Landscape, the County
will support voluntary participation in programs that
provide assistance and reduced tax burdens to the traditional farm community.
Such programs as a Purchase or Transfer of Development Rights program and
the formation of conservation tax districts will be used
to encourage landowners to
use their land to expand the
rural economy rather than
to convert it to residential
use.
ficult to move equipment on busy roads.
Non-farm neighbors may also oppose the
expansion and diversification of nearby
agricultural operations.
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public and commercial recreation, ancillary rural business and compatible rural
institutional uses. All of these sectors can
collectively contribute significantly to
Shelby's economy and provide jobs. The
County's suburban citizens benefit from
the proximity of rural based activities and
services and the rural enterprises benefit
from the suburban markets for goods and
services.

In many areas farmland is considered
undeveloped land or an interim use. In
Shelby County, however, agriculture is
viewed as a permanent and preferred land
use in the Rural Landscape. In order to
preserve farmland, the County must enhance the economic viability of agriculture and discourage non-agriculturally
related uses of rural land, while implementing strategies to encourage new development to locate in and around existing municipalities and rural communities.
There must be a viable rural economy to
preserve the Rural Landscape. The rural
economy is much more than traditional
farming. It includes innovative agriculture,
horticulture, forestry, commercial and noncommercial equine industry, other forms
of animal husbandry, tourism, rural based

The Plan recognizes the failure of previous efforts to
control rural residential growth and proposes new policies, incentives and supporting regulations that will lower overall densities and will help maintain the Rural
Landscape by providing for the clustering
of residential development. Conservation
subdivision developments allow landowners to group lots in a traditional rural
community pattern while preserving the
majority of the land base for rural
economy uses. A conservation subdivision
is the grouping of building units on small
lots with the largest part of the site remaining in open land. There is no minimum lot size for the clustered lots. The
cluster is both visual and spatial with the
dwellings scaled and sited to maintain coherent relationships to each other and the
surrounding landscape. The residual open
land accounts for the overall lower density of the site and will serve to accommodate rural economy uses and preserve
rural character.

Several small residential villages, hamlets or other rural communities are located in the Rural Landscape. Today, these
existing rural communities serve as focal
points for the surrounding rural area and
exert a social and "place name" influence extending beyond their visual and
physical boundaries. These communities
are unique scenic and historic resources.
With careful planning and moderate
growth, they will maintain their scenic
and historic character, as well as their
social and economic viability.
The County's strategy for maintaining the
viability and sense of place associated with
these existing communities is to limit
growth in and around them. Existing rural hamlets and villages should continue
to be hubs for community activities. Accordingly, new residential and nonresidential development should be focused in existing rural communities rather than randomly scattered in the Rural Landscape.
By encouraging compact development,
these policies also complement the

County's efforts to preserve agricultural
land and maintain the character of the
rural, working landscape.
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The rural economy directly benefits from the protection and enhancement of the Green Infrastructure and it contributes to the quality of life of all of Shelby's citizens. There are many important
features of the Rural Landscape
that help define the rural, working landscape and help protect
water quality, air quality, and wildlife habitat and are critical for the
health of the rural economy and
the County. They include:
hedgerows, meadows, farm fields,
forests and tree cover, wild and domestic animals, bodies of water, topography, slopes andridgelines,
stream valleys and wetlands, road
enclosures (including embankments, tree canopy and structures), roads
(paved and unpaved), cemeteries, agricultural structures, historic bridges, fence
lines, historic rights-of-way, driveways,
field demarcations, property entrances,
community spaces (including parks and
greens), hamlets and villages, scenic vistas and the rural experience.

In addition to maintaining the overall character of the Rural Landscape, the individual character of each village should be
maintained and respected. The County's
policies for rural communities are aimed
at limiting new residential and nonresidential activities to that which is compatible with the existing structures and development patterns of the communities.
If new development expands a rural community, it should be in the particular pattern of the individual community, adhering to its street pattern, mix of uses, indigenous and varied architectural styles,
and human scale.
As a matter of policy, the Plan calls for
the preservation of unpaved rural roads
in their present condition. These roads are
an integral part of rural character and
maintaining this character is of paramount importance. The major expenditures necessary to upgrade rural roads
and the limited funds available further
justify the significant reduction in rural
densities.
Residential growth will not be encouraged
in the Rural Landscape through additional
road capacity. Instead, emphasis will be
on planned improvements that address
safety problems. The County intends to
work with ALDOT-in the design of road-
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way improvements to support the rural
economy, including tourism, and to ensure
that rural character features such as tree
canopies, stone walls and fences,
hedgerows, historic and agricultural structures, and viewsheds are protected.
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Increased residential densities in the Rural Landscape produce traffic congestion
during commuting times and require more
maintenance of the fragile rural road network of predominantly narrow, two-lane
paved and unpaved roads. Major collector
and arterial roadways are already operating beyond capacity, and improving
roads that feed traffic onto them would
not solve, and could even exacerbate, existing capacity problems. In addition, State
and County transportation funding is not
sufficient to substantively improve the
road network. The County instead will
make only limited safety improvements,
as necessary, to rural roads and will reduce the overall housing density of the
area to a level that can be serviced by
existing roads. The ultimate residential
density of the Rural Landscape and resulting vehicle trips must be coordinated
with the capacity of the existing and
planned rural road network in order to
avoid significant traffic congestion and
unsafe road conditions.
Narrow widths, excessive horizontal and
vertical curvatures, bridge and drainage
problems, and poor intersection alignments on rural roads contribute to the
safety concerns associated with increasing motor vehicle traffic but there is a
shortage of funds for improvements. On a
project-by-project basis, County and State
officials should develop modified road
improvements that incorporate rural character features as well as safety. Rural road
improvement policies should continue to
recognize the dual elements of safety and
sensitivity.
Shelby County recognizes that successfully
preserving the Rural Landscapes requires
a comprehensive approach that integrates
a variety of techniques. The following goals
and strategies represent a broad based
program for the support and preservation
of agriculture in Shelby County.

The Rural Landscape Goal,
Objectives and Policies
GOAL To establish a land use pattern
that protects and maintains
the rural characteristics and
integrity of the rural fabric
that make Shelby County a
desirable place to live.
Objective RL-1 Ensure that the Rural
Landscape remains a permanent,
unique composite of natural and
man-made environments, farms
and forested areas, natural areas
and wildlife habitats, villages and
hamlets in a manner that protects
and maintains the rural character.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

RL-1.1 Protect
sensitive
Rural
Landscapes such as steep slopes, river
and stream corridors, prime farmland,
and historic sites from encroaching
development.
RL-1.2 Require context appropriate
buffers between the roadways and new
rural development.
RL-1.3 Protect scenic views and vistas
by requiring the siting of new buildings
to conform with the existing
topography and require the use of
materials to blend with the existing
landscape and vegetation.
RL-1.4 Protect productive agricultural
and forested land.
RL-1.5 Protect agricultural areas from
incompatible capital projects unless it
can be shown that no other
alternatives are available.
RL-1.6 Require that all the roads in the
Rural Landscape be two-lane roads, or
otherwise be designed as limited access
rural parkways or freeways.

RL-1.8 Coordinate with ALDOT-to
advance procedures that allow for
County review of ALDOT-road
improvement plans for rural roads.
RL-1.9 Promote dark sky lighting,
unobtrusive signage, noise abatement
and the application of design guidelines
in all commercial and industrial
development.
RL-1.10 Permit only development in the
Rural Landscape that promotes
opportunities for the expansion of
rural economic uses, open space,
farms, historic and natural areas,
forests, and the Green Infrastructure.
RL-1.11 Protect the natural and cultural
resource base in order to preserve the
rural character of the land.
RL-1.12 Preserve agricultural land,
natural resources, open space and
historic landscapes by developing or
using tools such as a purchase or
transfer of developments rights
program, conservation design
regulations and other programs.
RL-1.13 Require all rural residential
development to use the conservation
subdivision design technique.

Objective RL-2 Support and enhance
the rural economy by
promoting the elements of
the Green Infrastructure and
working landscapes.

RL-2.2 Protect the land resources for
agricultural uses that contribute to the
rural economy, as part of an overall
rural economic development strategy.
RL-2.3 Develop a "Right to Farm" policy
and seek such legislative assistance
as needed to protect existing farms
and farmers from nuisance complaints
from neighboring rural residents.

Objective RL-3 Maintain and enhance
the continuing viability of the
County's existing rural
communities as important
heritage resources and essential
components of the rural economy,
in a manner that does not conflict
with or intrude on the
communities' existing quality of
life and rural character.
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RL-1.7 Allow that only essential safety
improvements be made on unpaved
rural roads.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

RL-3.1 Require
retention
and
reinforcement of the cultural and
visual identity of individual rural
communities.
RL-3.2 Allow compatible development to
occur within those existing rural
communities that have adequate public
facilities, zoning, transportation
facilities and land resources to
accommodate growth.

To accomplish this objective, the
following policies should be
implemented to the fullest extent
possible and/or as appropriate.
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RL-2.1 Recognize that the vitality
of the rural economy and the
rural way of life require
protection and enhancement of
the
County's
Green
Infrastructure.
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RL-3.3 Require that new development
in and around existing rural
communities be designed to be
integrated and visually compatible.
RL-3.4 Require a diverse range of
dwelling unit types in and adjacent to
the Core area of rural communities.
RL-3.5 Deny rezonings or other
development requests for higher
residential densities in existing rural
communities, unless the proposed
development provides a design that
reinforces the character, pattern,
context and scale of the existing
community.
RL-3.6 Require the location of small
scale, convenience-sized commercial
uses that meet local neighborhood
needs in plan-designated hamlets and
crossroads.
RL-3.7 Prohibit large-scale commercial
uses in existing rural communities.
RL-3.8 Require that new commercial
uses in rural communities be
compatible in scale to the surrounding
buildings and related uses of those
communities.
RL-3.9 Develop a mining/extraction
plan that protects existing surface and
underground mining, drilling and
extraction
activities
from
encroachment by new development.
RL-3.10 Promote and advance rural
economic opportunities for new land
development in the Rural Landscape
to preserve farms, forests, open space
and the rural character of the
landscape.
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Objective RL-4 Ensure provision of a
variety of residential unit types
and accessory apartments in the
Rural Landscape to achieve
affordability and conservation
design objectives.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

RL-4.1 Require a diverse range of
dwelling unit types in and adjacent to
the Core area of rural communities,
including accessory apartments
attached to single family dwellings.
RL-4.2 Require that new unincorporated
growth in the Rural Landscape occur
within, or as an extension of, a plandesignated town, village, hamlet or
associated Focus Area, each requiring
a master plan.
RL-4.3 New development master plans
shall demonstrate a sufficiently wide
distribution of affordable housing
units.
RL-4.4 New development master plans
shall require adequate provision of a
variety of housing types and
affordability consistent with the goals
of this plan.

Objective RL-5 Encourage the
preservation of historic structures
and sites in the Rural Landscape.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

RL-5.1 Promote the preservation of
farm buildings and structures as part
of the agricultural infrastructure and
as contributing elements to the visual
integrity of the Rural Landscape.
RL-5.2 Require incorporation of
historically significant structures, sites
and resources into community master
plans as a component of Green
Infrastructure.
RL-5.3 Actively
promote
the
preservation of historic structures,
sites and resources.
RL-5.4 Work with the local communities
towards the designation of County
historic and cultural districts.

Countywide physical Community Connections have traditionally been accomplished
through the system of county and state
roads, which have historically been the
primary element in Shelby County's transportation network. They serve auto and
truck trips connecting the County with its
neighbors. The road network has provided
the dominant mode of transportation during the period of the County's rapid
suburbanization and been a stimulus for
substantial economic development. However, the processes through which roads
have been planned and constructed have
contributed to serious congestion on key
roads in Shelby County.
The County recognizes that population and
employment growth, coupled with a lowdensity land development pattern, have
imposed significant challenges for planning an effective transportation system
over the long term.
The primary objective of the County's
transportation strategy is not to merely
move motor vehicles, but to provide for
the efficient movement of people and goods
through a variety of travel mode choices
that are safe, convenient and affordable.
The transportation system should contribute to the creation of pedestrian friendly
communities and help achieve a high-quality environment while at the same time
meet the mobility and economic development needs of the County. An auto-dominated transportation infrastructure should
not control citizens' lives or the landscape.

The County realizes that increasing road
capacity alone will not fully address the
transportation needs of growing communities. Typically, new additions to road
capacity simply result in more motor vehicle traffic through the process of "induced travel demand." Therefore, the plan
puts an increased emphasis on building a
multi-modal transportation system that
will improve previously forecast deterioration in the level of service on the road
system and increase residents' transit and
non-motorized transportation options.
An efficient transportation system is vital to the livability of a community and to
the quality of residents' daily lives. Efficiency is achieved through linking land
use and transportation planning, so there
is enough road and transit capacity to accommodate growth and the development
occurs in locations that will ensure maximum efficiency of the transportation investment.
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Community Connections

The County's transportation system
serves two important functions. First, it
affects where growth occurs by providing
access to land. In addition, it also affects
the local economy by providing for the
movement of people, goods, and materials. This dual role of controlling and promoting development makes transportation
planning an important part of a growth
management program. A well-planned and
properly constructed transportation system is essential to the orderly and efficient development of the County and its
individual municipalities.
Although in most areas of Shelby County,
population densities will not support expensive public transportation
options such as light rail,
there are things that may be
done to reduce dependence on
private automobiles. These
include developing and promoting employment opportunities in the county so fewer
residents need to commute
out of the County for well
paying jobs, preserving rail
rights-of-way for potential
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future use, encouraging ride-sharing, and
changing growth patterns to encourage use
of alternative modes of transportation
such as bicycles and walking.
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The following principles will guide Shelby
County's transportation policies:
Ø Shorten distances between trip origins
and destinations by encouraging growth
to occur in municipalities and existing
rural communities;
Ø Promote alternatives to conventional
automobile travel;
Ø Promote safe access to roadways by
minimizing the number of, and controlling the spacing between, access points
along arterial and collector roads;
Ø Maximize separation of through and
local traffic;
Ø Provide adequate internal access to all
properties; and
Ø Promote development patterns that
require road improvements only where
they will not detract from environmental
and scenic resources.
The link between transportation and land
use planning is important because successful land use planning does not overburden the existing or planned transportation network. The success of the Plan
relies on the County's ability to protect
current and future capacities of the roadway network. An effective way to protect
those capacities is to manage access - the
location and size of driveways - of the
parcels that line collector and arterial
corridors. Access management practices
can benefit roadside properties throughout the Shelby County by promoting safety
and improving roadway capacities. If approached properly, access management
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can enhance property values while safeguarding past and future public investments in infrastructure. Access management techniques developed for Shelby
County should incorporate the following
strategies to retrofit current roadway corridors and in planning new projects:
Ø Separate conflict points. The distance
between major intersections and driveways should be regulated. As a general
rule, driveways should not be located
within the area of influence of intersections.
Ø Restrict turning movements at
unsignalized driveways and intersections. The use of full directional
unsignalized streets and driveways should
be limited. Full movement intersections
should serve multiple developments
through joint use driveways or cross access easements. If frontage roads are
available, all driveways should access the
frontage roads. Access to the main line
should only be permitted at intersections
of public roadways.
Ø Establish design standards. Design
standards should be developed that address access spacing, the length of turn
lanes and tapers and driveway dimensions
should be developed for application
throughout the corridor.
Ø Traffic signal spacing. Signals should
only be installed when appropriate studies indicate their spacing and interconnection can be accomplished without significant impacts on the corridor capacity.
Ø Turn lanes. Left and right turn lanes
should be required for all public streets
and major access points to adjacent land
uses.
Ø Shared driveways/inter-parcel access. Joint use driveways should be required to reduce the proliferation of driveways and to preserve the capacity of the
corridor.
Ø Pedestrian/bicycle planning. Specific
needs of pedestrian and bicyclist movements should be addressed. Traffic signals should be designed and timed to accommodate pedestrians in those areas of
significant activity.

GOAL To provide for the efficient
movement of people and goods
through a variety of travel
mode choices that contribute to
the creation of pedestrian
friendly communities, helping
achieve a high quality Green
Infrastructure,
while
simultaneously meeting the
mobility
and
economic
development needs of the
County.
Objective CX-1 Develop a safe,
convenient, accessible and
efficient transportation system
that protects the historic, scenic,
agricultural and natural resources
that make up the Green
Infrastructure.

relationships to existing streets and
the Green Infrastructure.
CX-1.4 Require new roads and road
improvements serving and connecting
new development to be fully financed
by the development community.
CX-1.5 Promote
and
support
intergovernmental efforts or
agreements to coordinate discussions
and negotiations to ensure that
development, improvements or other
changes in roads and/or transportation
services will be consistent with both
the municipalities' and the County's
development goals and priorities.
CX-1.6 Require new road construction
and road improvements to promote
traffic, pedestrian and bicycle safety
and include appropriate locations for
transit stops.
CX-1.7 Provide for improved vehicular
and transit operations consistent with
local land uses and regional demands.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CX-1.8 Preserve the character of rural
Shelby County by ensuring that road
capacity is not increased in the Rural
Landscape. Rural roads will be
maintained in their current condition
except for safety improvements.

CX-1.1 Develop and implement a
transportation strategy that will
respect the rural, historic and
environmental landscapes and other
quality-of-life measures.

CX-1.9 Retain native vegetation and
woodlands along roadways where
possible.

CX-1.2 Ensure that land use
and
transportation
decisions are linked so that
planned land uses are
coordinated with and
supported by appropriate
types, levels and timing of
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n
improvements.
CX-1.3 Require
that
community master plans
and other new development
proposals,
design
neighborhood streets and
rural roads in light of their
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Community Connections Goal,
Objectives and Policies
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CX-1.10 Advocate the use of Scenic
Design Guidelines in planning road
improvements on state highways that
are designated Alabama Byways or
traverse the Rural Landscape in Shelby
County.
CX-1.11 Require that developers use
Scenic Design Guidelines in planning
road improvements on all designated
Alabama Byways and rural roadways
in Shelby County.
CX-1.12 As part of the development
review process, evaluate the potential
traffic impact of proposed development
and look for opportunities to provide
pedestrian and bicycle pathways as
part of the subdivision and site plan
approval process.
CX-1.13 Explore options for preserving
historic and scenic resources along
transportation corridors within the
County.
CX-1.14 The County will prohibit new
billboards but opt for increased usage
of logo signs, and will coordinate
directional signage throughout the
County and with neighboring counties.

Objective CX-2 Establish a safe,
convenient, efficient, and
environmentally sound, multimodal transportation system that
advances the County's vision for
growth in its regional context,
consistent with this plan.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.
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CX-2.1 Develop a transportation system
that encourages the use of public
transit and other transportation modes
as effective alternatives to singleoccupancy automobiles.
CX-2.2 Increase the mobility of the
general public, and especially the
elderly, handicapped and economically
disadvantaged by encouraging other
modes of transportation.

CX-2.3 Promote
and
support
improvements to designated roadways
that incorporate facilities for bicyclists.
CX-2.4 Expand
the
functional
classification system for roadway
design and construction to include
additional classifications that support
the development of pedestrian friendly
facilities.
CX-2.5 Incorporate coordinated trail
and/or sidewalk facilities in all road
improvement projects where there is
an opportunity to establish a
connection with other existing or
proposed trail systems.

Objective CX-3 Ensure the provision
of internal vehicular, pedestrian
and bicycle connections within
development areas, consistent
with this plan.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CX-3.1 Require that master plans
developed pursuant to this plan,
incorporate an integrated network of
internally connected streets which,
along with the network of Green
Infrastructure, is the foundation for
land development consistent with the
goals of this plan.
CX-3.2 Require the provision of internal
connections (roads, pathways, open
space, etc.) between adjacent land uses.
CX-3.3 Enhance the internal and
external flow of traffic within
designated development areas.
CX-3.4 Require provision of a network
and hierarchy of streets for
accommodating internal traffic flow
within development areas that limit
"cut through" traffic, while
maintaining the benefits of internal
connectivity.
CX-3.5 Require inter-parcel connectivity
for all master plans or development

CX-3.6 Require inter-parcel connectivity
for development proposals in the
Transition Area near or adjacent to
associated Core or Focus Areas in order
to achieve a local road network, and
to help keep local traffic off regional
roads.
CX-3.7 Strongly promote inter-parcel
connectivity in development proposals
in the Rural Landscape understanding
that connectivity may detract from
the rural setting and may not be
required in all instances.

Public Facilities
Public facilities can have a significant effect on the quality of life in our communities. Unless we can provide adequate public facilities, growth either takes undesirable forms or does not occur at all. Roads
and highways link our communities to the
outside world and define its internal circulation. Parks, schools, and recreation
areas become gathering places and activity centers. The arrangement and interconnectivity of roads, sewer, and water

CX-3.8 Prohibit direct vehicular
access
between
individual
residential and commercial lots, and
from individual lots to arterial and
major collector roads.
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proposals in the Community Core and
Focus Area.

CX-3.9 Design local roads that
provide individual lot access
consistent with the character of the
communities they serve.

Objective CX-4 Fully participate in
regional and State
transportation planning efforts
to ensure Shelby County's
interests are addressed in regional
and State plans.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

CX-4.1 Achieve and sustain an adequate
and fair level of State and Federal
funding to ensure that the
transportation system is developed and
maintained to serve the needs of the
County.
CX-4.2 Strongl y
advocate
the
modification and adaptation of State
roadway design standards to allow for
design and construction of roadways
consistent with the economic, social,
environmental and other quality-of-life
goals of the County.

lines define the patterns of growth and
the locations of major centers of private
activity. As such, public facilities become
compelling factors when place making,
such as redevelopment of strip centers,
intensifying underutilized institutional
sites, or otherwise promoting the development of traditional neighborhoods.
Paramount among all challenges to successful countywide plan implementation
is the large amount of land controlled and
serviced by entities other than the County
(special districts, municipalities, school
boards, private corporations), significantly
diminishing the potential for affecting
change.
As the fastest growing county in the state,
we must face unique challenges to keep
pace with the demands for services while
managing the cost of delivery, not to mention, actively using the location and timing of public facility development to influ-
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ence the land development pattern consistent with the vision of the plan. However, the focus of the plan on place making and the inherent efficiencies of that
development pattern provide a compelling
motivation for all service providers to
pursue a different course of action.

Public Facilities Goal, Objectives
and Policies
Goal

To ensure the efficient
provision of adequate public
facilities in a manner that
promotes the health, safety
and welfare of the citizens of
Shelby County while balancing
the demand of services with
the impact on community
character and land patterns
consistent with the goals and
vision of the plan.

Transportation
Objective T-1
Ensure a safe,
convenient, accessible, and
efficient transportation system
through development of a
countywide transportation plan.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

T-1.1
Develop and implement a
countywide thoroughfare plan.
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T-1.2
Work with the boards of
education to determine the best
locations for schools to reduce road
improvement costs.
T-1.3
Work with the State and the MPO
to revise its roadway design standards
and functional classification system
that promote and support compactwalkable development.
T-1.4
Require road connectivity
through the master plan process
among partnerships with local

developers, municipalities, and other
counties, consistent with this plan.
T-1.5
Continue to develop a strong
economic base in Shelby County in an
effort to reduce commuting trips.
T-1.6
Coordinate legislative efforts
with The Partnership to increase the
efficiency and improve equitable
funding of the transportation system
in Shelby County.
T-1.7
Advance cutting-edge methods
and techniques for transportation
planning and development in the
County with adequate funding and
innovative programs.
T-1.8
Develop and implement a rail
grade separation program to identify
at grade railroad crossings and plan
for their improvements and/or
reductions.

Objective T-2
Ensure that
transportation decisions
contribute to a sustainable and
efficient land development pattern
that advances the development of
communities of place consistent
with this plan.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

T-2.1
Require that activity centers and
neighborhoods be designed first for
people, and second for their vehicles
to increase internal circulation and
mobility.
T-2.2
Ensure that land use and
transportation decisions are linked so
that planned land uses are supported
by the appropriate types, levels, and
timing
of
transportation
improvements.
T-2.3
Develop and implement a Capital
Improvement Program that directs
county capital spending in support of
the successful development of
communities of place consistent with
the plan.

T-2.5
Develop
and
implement
alternative strategies and supporting
regulations that promotes the
successful development of
communities of place consistent
with the plan.

T-3.4
Establish practical transit
services for regional and intra-county
transportation.
T-3.5
Develop and implement a
countywide transit plan consistent
with regional mass transit efforts.
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T-2.4
Develop an adequate public
facilities ordinance to ensure
development does not out pace public
facility provisions or negatively impact
existing levels of service.

T-2.6
Prohibit direct vehicular
access in centers between
individual residential and
commercial lots, to arterial and
major collector roads.
T-2.7
Develop a countywide access
management plan.
T-2.8
Develop and implement a
sidewalk plan to provide for a
network of pedestrian mobility
facilities throughout communities,
especially in residential, mixed use,
and school areas.

Objective T-3
Provide for an
efficient and economical
transportation system through
effective service delivery
strategies and programs.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

T-3.1
Establish level of service
standards for the roadway network.
T-3.2
Develop and implement design
standards for traffic control and
calming techniques to achieve a
pedestrian-friendly community
character.
T-3.3
Develop a Capital Improvement
Program that includes transportation
projects that manages the expenditure,
resources, design, and location of
capital facilities.

T-3.6
Require that all streets,
pedestrian paths, and bicycle paths
contribute to a system of fully
connected, interesting routes to all
destinations.
T-3.7
Establish design standards for
residential collector and local roads to
provide increased safety, access, and
connectivity.
T-3.8
Preserve the character of rural
Shelby County by ensuring that road
capacity is not increased in the Rural
Landscape.
T-3.9
Advance the development of
walkable communities.
T-3.10 Explore opportunities for using
traffic circles or roundabouts to relieve
congestion and increase circulation
while also providing opportunities for
the development of open space, pocket
parks, landmarks, terminating vistas,
and gateways.
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Objective T-4
Ensure the adequate
funding of a countywide
transportation system that
provides for the range of mode
choices necessary to implement
the Comprehensive Plan.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

T-4.1
Allocate local funds necessary to
provide the local match for receiving
federal transportation funds as
detailed in the Capital Improvement
Program.
T-4.2
Seek diverse and creative
funding sources for meeting the
construction and maintenance needs
of the transportation system, as
implemented through the Capital
Improvement Program.
T-4.3
Balance levels of service with
fiscal responsibility and the goals of
this plan.
T-4.4
Invest public dollars to
incentivize
development
and
redevelopment consistent with a
Capital Improvement Program, adopted
consistent with this plan.

Infrastructure
Objective I-1
Establish an
infrastructure network that
adequately supports the needs of
existing development while
advancing the development of
communities of place, through
intergovernmental cooperation,
coordination, and planning.
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To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

I-1.1
Provide for an infrastructure
network with reliable and efficient
patterns and connections.

I-1.2
Attract business growth by
providing access to an information
infrastructure that is flexible and
capable of satisfying diverse economic
needs.
I-1.3
Establish a cooperative system
with municipalities and area providers
to ensure adequate water supply.
I-1.4
Develop an intergovernmental
maintenance study of infrastructure
capacity, allocated capacity, and
anticipated growth to ensure adequate
facilities to meet the future demand.
I-1.5
Encourage the early acquisition
of sites for water distribution and
storage facilities where development
activities are imminent or desired.

Objective I-2
Ensure infrastructure
improvements that advance the
development of communities of
place and protect the Green
Infrastructure.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

I-2.1
Actively support appropriate
improvements or expansions of public
infrastructure in communities that
accommodate growth on re-use, infill,
brownfield, greyfield or other sites that
use facilities already in place.
I-2.2
Actively support the inclusion of
parking
g arages
as
public
infrastructure to encourage better
community design and reduce
environmental impacts of large lot
surface parking.
I-2.3
Designate as priority funding
areas, existing or plan designated
communities of place.
I-2.3
Target public investment in
areas designated as priority funding
areas.

I-2.5
Withhold support for public
facility
improvements
that
accommodate growth on Greenfield or
other Rural Landscape locations,
unless associated with a plan
designated town, village, or hamlet
master plan.
I-2.6
Provide public amenities that
advance development within the
Community Core and Focus Areas.
I-2.7
Locate sewer lines to minimize
the
impact
on
the
Green
Infrastructure.

Objective I-3
Provide for the
efficient delivery of public
services in a sound and wise
manner that promotes and
supports the local economy and
the health, safety, and welfare of
residents.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

I-3.1
Protect and maximize public
investment through development and
implementation of a Capital
Improvement Program.
I-3.2
Establish information technology
advancements, such as wireless
internet and communication systems.
I-3.3
Develop and implement an
Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance
that establishes levels-of-service and
criteria for the adequate provision of
public facilities and infrastructure.
I-3.4
Promote and support an
intergovernmental Adequate Public
Facilities program to foster cooperation
and coordination among governments
and service providers.

I-3.5
Promote
and
support
development or redevelopment projects
that use public infrastructure and
transportation facilities already in
place.
I-3.6
Eliminate service area overlap
between like facilities, unless overlap
is necessary to correct service
deficiencies.
I-3.7
Update water line sizes to
improve flow pressure for fire fighting.
I-3.8
Advance development of
technolog y and communication
systems for public safety.
I-3.9
Research the feasibility of
developing alternative energ y
producing technology for both county
and private facilities.
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I-2.4
Encourage private utilities to
limit localized line extensions by
maximizing their investment in
centers, consistent with this plan.

Objective I-4
Ensure reliable utility
services to residents through
responsible fiscal management.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

I-4.1
Program the development and
expansion of facilities through the
Capital Improvement Program, adopted
consistent with this plan.
I-4.2
Seek diverse and creative
funding sources for meeting the
construction and maintenance of
infrastructure facilities.
I-4.3
Balance expected levels of
service objectives with fiscal
responsibility.
I-4.4
Invest public dollars to target
development and redevelopment
through the Capital Improvement
Program.
I-4.5
Develop a fiscal plan to identify
appropriate methods and sources of
funding for the development,
expansion, and maintenance of needed
infrastructure.
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I-4.6
Determine the feasibility of
development impact fees to offset the
infrastructure costs associated with
new development.

PB-1.4 Actively
support
the
development of neighborhood schools
of a size and scale appropriate to
function as a focal point of a walkable,
traditional neighborhood.
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Public Buildings
Objective PB-1 Ensure investment in
public buildings and facilities
creates value and sets standards
for communities to create a unique
identity and sense of place.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

PB-1.1 Target public investment in a
manner that develops or enhances
economic development opportunities in
activity centers.
PB-1.2 Integrate community design
elements into neighborhoods and
activity centers to add value through
public investments such as street
lamps, landscaping, pedestrian
crossings, public art, and bike lanes.
PB-1.3 Promote and support walkable
communities
through
public
investment that integrates physical
activity with design.

Objective PB-2 Target public
investment in a manner that
advances the development of
communities of place while
protecting the Green
Infrastructure.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

PB-2.1 Require that the location of new
public facilities advance place making
and neighborhoods.
PB-2.2 Utilize public investment to
advance development patterns.
PB-2.3 Integrate public buildings into
transit oriented villages that include
intermodal transportation facilities,
commercial/office activities, and
residential uses.
PB-2.4 Promote and support the location
of neighborhood schools in Core and
Focus Areas.
PB-2.5 Provide public amenities as an
incentive to development within the
Community Core and Focus Areas.
PB-2.6
Prohibit
public
facility improvements that
accommodate
growth
on
greenfield, or other Rural
Landscape locations.
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PB-2.7
Develop
and
implement a proffer system
process to encourage developers
and/or landowners to donate land
for schools or other public
facilities.
PB-2.8
Coordinate efforts
with local jurisdictions and
communities to revitalize the
Community Core of historic,
traditional towns and villages.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

PB-3.1 Locate new public buildings in a
manner
that
encourages
complimentary land uses.
PB-3.2 Increase the efficient use of
existing public facilities by directing
infill development into areas served
by such facilities.

Objective PB-4 Balance the provision
of public facilities with fiscal
responsibility.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

PB-4.1 Invest public dollars to target
development and redevelopment in
accordance with the Capital
Improvement Program.
PB-4.2 Acquire, when feasible, sites for
public facilities in advance of demand
either through purchase or dedication.

PB-3.3 Seek innovative, high technology
advancements in libraries and other
public facilities throughout the County.

PB-4.3 Develop a Capital Improvement
Program
that
manages
the
expenditure, resources, design, and
location of public facilities, consistent
with the goals and vision of this plan.

PB-3.4 Co-locate facilities whenever
appropriate to achieve convenience,
economies of scale, and/or minimize
redundancy of public services.

PB-4.4 Seek diverse and creative
funding sources for meeting the
construction and maintenance of public
buildings and facilities.

PB-3.5 Promote and support the
balanced location of public safety
facilities in order to maximize public
investment, reduce redundancies while
increasing response times.

PB-4.5 Develop new tools, techniques
and/or funding sources that offset or
defray public costs associated with new
development, including, but not limited
to impact fees, tax sharing, tax
increment financing, public/private
partnering, grant programs, etc.

PB-3.6 Plan and coordinate public
facilities with other jurisdictions and
agencies.
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Objective PB-3 Ensure efficient and
reliable service to all residents
through intergovernmental
cooperation and planning of public
facilities.

PB-3.7 Actively promote
and support appropriate
improvements
or
expansions of public
infrastructure
in
communities
and
municipalities
that
accommodate growth in
and around Core areas.
PB-3.8 Acquire, as fiscally
possible, locations to
advance educational
opportunities including
training facilities and
classrooms for public
safety personnel.
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Parks and Recreation
Objective PR-1 Ensure the continuing
development of park and
recreational facilities throughout
the County from innovative
planning and design concepts to
envisioned realities, consistent
with this plan.

Objective PR-2 Ensure that park and
recreational facilities advance to
the development of communities
of place while protecting the Green
Infrastructure.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

PR-1.1 Pursue water based recreational
opportunities such as a "canoe trail"
along the Cahaba River-extending
across Shelby County.

PR-2.1 Develop
community
and
neighborhood parks to provide
convenient and attractive recreational
facilities.

PR-1.2 Develop and implement multiuse greenways to accommodate
walkers, runners, skaters, and cyclists.

PR-2.2 Promote and support community
and neighborhood parks in new
developments through partnerships
with developers and/or landowners.

PR-1.3 Seek
partnerships
with
surrounding
counties
and
municipalities to develop regional
networks of multi-use trails.
PR-1.4 Develop recreational amenities
that protect the Green Infrastructure
and Rural Landscapes through
minimal disturbance of the
surrounding environment.
PR-1.5 Develop
community
and
neighborhood parks that provide
convenient and attractive recreational
opportunities.
PR-1.6 Seek opportunities to develop
traffic circles and pocket parks as
additional open space opportunities
that also aid in traffic calming.
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Calera, Columbiana, Shelby, and Lay
Lake, integrating both the railroad and
a multi-use trail.

PR-1.7 Promote innovative development
of multi-county historical projects such
as the "Industrial Heritage Corridor",
which may include both the Shelby
Iron Works and the Brierfield Iron
Works.
PR-1.8 Develop joint use rail corridor
recreational and tourism facilities such
as the Heart of Dixie Railroad among

PR-2.3 Provide open space opportunities
for passive recreational needs such as
picnicking, walking, group gatherings
and family outings.
PR-2.4 Link the historical, traditional
Community Cores along State Route
25 through development of a multiuse greenway.
PR-2.5 Provide public open space in the
Community Core as a focal point,
landmark or terminating vista.
PR-2.6 Maximize public investment by
improving existing school recreational
facilities for community use to achieve
economies of scale.
PR-2.7 Co-locate new recreational
facilities with schools whenever
appropriate to achieve convenience,
economies of scale, and minimize
redundancy of public services.
PR-2.8 Determine the feasibility of the
redevelopment of abandoned landfills,
extraction areas, and brownfields as
regional park facilities.

To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

PR-3.1 Continue to develop active
recreational facilities including but not
limited to baseball, softball, soccer and
football fields to meet the needs of our
growing population.
PR-3.2 Pursue and develop community
recreation centers to provide a range
of services for all segments of the
population.
PR-3.3 Co-locate recreational facilities
with other public facilities such as fire
stations, police substations, and
libraries.
PR-3.4 Promote and support walkable
communities to facilitate a "safe routes
to school" programs.

Economic Development
The County's economic development has
a direct impact not just on land use, but
transportation patterns, infrastructure,
housing, and the provision of community
facilities and related services. The ability
to pay for the costs of growth and
to manage growth effectively is
related to the balance achieved between commercial, industrial, and
residential development.
The key issues that face the
County are how to best manage
and pay for the costs of growth
and how to invigorate rural economies. Responding successfully to
these challenges will require a
merger of economic development
and land use strategies.
Economic Development can be defined as "the process by which a
community creates, retains, and

reinvests wealth and improves the quality of life" (David Dodson, MDC, Inc.). Economic development is certainly about adding quality jobs and increasing the area's
wealth, but it is more than that. Economic
development is about improving the quality of life for the people who live in Shelby
County and its communities. Our definition of economic development also embraces the concept of "sustainability" -meeting the needs of the current generation without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own
needs. That is, we can grow employers,
jobs and incomes without compromising
our natural systems and other assets.
Economic development is a means to an
end, not an end in itself.
"Quality of life" is an important site selection criterion for many major employers. Businesses are attracted to, and want
to stay in, communities that are good
places to live, work, and conduct business.
Effective schools, quality medical care,
diverse recreational opportunities, good
roads, clean water, top-level public safety,
and much more, make a location appealing - not just dirt and buildings at an industrial site. Businesses want to locate
or expand into quality communities, not
just quality industrial sites. Therefore,
preserving, promoting, and improving
Shelby County's quality educational system, natural environment and community
aesthetics, history and culture must be
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Objective PR-3 Provide for the
efficient delivery of park and
recreational services in a manner
that promotes and supports the
health, safety, and welfare of
residents and visitors.
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an integral part of the county's economic
development strategy.
This plan provides strategies to prevent
and mitigate the negative economic impacts of unplanned and uncontrolled
growth. Accordingly, the economic development policies and strategies will promote a strategy that favors compact
growth centers, with new development
integrated into existing and planned communities or job centers. This strategy deemphasizes automobile dependency, encourages development where the infrastructure to support it already exists, and
favors preservation of open space, agricultural land, and other environmentally
sensitive properties (i.e., "Green Infrastructure").
Finally, the plan provides strategies that
address rural development in Shelby
County. Rural communities are encouraged to join forces and work together, take
steps to improve quality of life, build local
leadership capacity, and diversify their
development strategies.
This plan views Shelby County both as a
collection of communities and as a regional
economic unit. It does not replace local
decision-making or local priorities for economic development. It does support the
integration of local planning efforts into a
regional perspective. As a result, all
Shelby County communities, agencies, and
organizations involved in economic development are free, and encouraged, to draw
upon the County economic development
plan to help advance their missions.
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This plan also recognizes that there is no
"one size fits all" approach to economic
development. For example, a strategy that
might work well in Pelham might be inappropriate for Wilsonville. The key to the
overall economic development approach
must be to match particular strategies with
the assets of each community. This might
include tourism, commercial and retail
development, technolog y
parks,
agribusiness, retiree attraction, entrepreneurial support, or other kinds of development. Ideally, development will involve
a diverse combination of strategies.

Economic Development Goal,
Objectives and Policies
GOAL To create a vibrant, diversified,
and sustainable economy, that
will attract emergent highwage knowledge based jobs
while also maintaining the
unique characteristics of rural
Shelby County and advancing
the
development
of
communities
of
place,
consistent with this plan.
Objective ED-1 Establish an economic
development program that
adequately supports the needs of
existing development while
advancing the development of
communities of place, through
intergovernmental cooperation,
coordination, and planning.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

ED-1.1 Promote
a
balanced
transportation system that provides
options in which to travel to work,
schools, recreation, and commerce.
ED-1.2 Encourage transit supportive
infill and reinvestment in the I-65 and
U.S. 280 transit corridors to increase
walkability and quality of life in
existing and new neighborhoods.
ED-1.3 Create pedestrian and bicycle
friendl y
communities
and
neighborhoods; encourage a system of
bike and walking trails to connect town
centers and neighborhoods.
ED-1.4 Implement the Metropolitan
Planning Organization (MPO) update
to the Greenways Master Plan for
Jefferson and Shelby Counties.
ED-1.5 Create a transit system with
stops around high-density, mixed-use
developments.

ED-1.7 Provide incentives for preferred
development versus disincentives for
less desirable development.
ED-1.8 Impose administrative and
review fees consistent with the cost
impacts of new development.
ED-1.9 Provide planning services to
municipalities and communities such
as planning grants and/or the support
of members of the County planning
staff.
ED-1.10 Promote and support efforts of
the Greater Shelby County Chamber
of Commerce and other agencies, to
advance development of sustainable
communities.
ED-1.11 Support
training
and
development for elected officials and
civic leaders on planning, smart
growth, sustainable development, etc.
ED-1.12 Build connections among
citizens, business and community
groups, and institutions within
communities; promote alliances and
partnerships to meet community needs
through strategic planning efforts.

ED-1.13 Seek public/private cooperation
in addressing economic goals and
objectives.
ED-1.14 Establish a communication and
networking strategy to foster increased
communication and coordination
among all public and semi-public
organizations.
ED-1.15 The County will assist
municipalities with their economic
development efforts upon request and
ensure compatibility with the goals and
policies of this plan.
ED-1.16 Assist the public and business
interests with specific economic profile
requests relating to demographics,
labor market conditions, tourism
performance indicators, business and
manufacturing directory, largest
employer list, finance and incentive
programs, permit procedures, and
workforce skills and trends.
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ED-1.6 Involve real estate and economic
developers in the planning process.

ED-1.17 Utilize the information and
strategies contained in the existing
plans and area studies such as the
Interstate 65 Corridor Study.
ED-1.18 Conduct a “county-wide”
industrial land study to provide base
information about industrial
properties and create an
inventory of marketable sites.
ED-1.19 The County will
work with the Shelby County
Economic
Industrial
Development
Authority
(SCEIDA) to serve as a source
of information for the
municipalities within its
borders and other entities
concerned with economic
health,
stability,
and
development.
ED-1.20 Develop
and
implement an information
technology plan to include GIS,
fiber optics, and wireless
networks.
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ED-1.21 Actively promote and support
the strategies contained within the
State Implementation Plan to reach
attainment of EPA air quality
standards of the Clean Air Act.

Objective ED-2 Ensure economic
development efforts advance the
development of communities of
place and protect the Green
Infrastructure, while maintaining
the unique character of Shelby
County.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

ED-2.1 Revise land development
regulations toward a “incentive-based”
system designed to achieve the
appropriate mix of uses and intensities
within a flexible regulatory
structure.

ED-2.6 Locate jobs in proximity to
residents; emphasize reasonable
commutes for new workers.
ED-2.7 Promote development within
reasonable walking distances of
schools, retail, and business services.
ED-2.8 Promote and support a wide
range of commercial, residential,
cultural, civic, and recreational uses
in town & neighborhood centers, public
transportation hubs, and transit
corridors through appropriate
regulations and incentives.
ED-2.9 Integrate centrally located and
accessible transit stations within
compact, mixed-use community growth
centers.
ED-2.10 Ensure that employment center
sites are appropriate for their location
in size, scale, and architecture, and are

ED-2.2 Identify and preserve
open space, environmental
habitats and agricultural
land; set aside large rural
areas where development is
prohibited; investigate the
feasibility of creating a
Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR) program.
ED-2.3 Target new business
development for areas
already served (or planned
to be served) by existing
utilities (e.g., water and
sewer).
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ED-2.4 Give priority to new
business development that
utilizes infill areas; provide
incentives to encourage
appropriate infill development for
identified mixed-use growth centers.

compatible with existing development
and design.

ED-2.5 Locate most new public offices
and other facilities in traditional
downtowns or town and neighborhood
centers rather than on urban fringes.

ED-2.11 Provide appropriately zoned land
areas suitable for future industrial and
commercial growth within designated
areas.

ED-2.13 Include local recreational,
artistic, cultural, and entertainment
venues and uses as part of a livable,
viable economic base.
ED-2.14 Use open spaces and greenways
to enhance community aesthetics,
serve as public gathering places, and
provide transportation connectors for
the community.
ED-2.15 Encourage build-to lines in Core
areas / centers while discouraging
surface parking lots in favor of
structures behind these areas.
ED-2.16 Encourage rural communities to
join forces with other jurisdictions in
the region for economic development
planning, programs, and projects.
ED-2.17 Promote sustainable economic
development in rural areas through
the use of tax incentives,
infrastructure improvements, and/or
regulatory waivers.
ED-2.18 Protect prime farmland from
development to ensure its long-term
viability as part of the agricultural
economy, using incentives such as
conservation subdivisions, transfers of
development rights, etc..

ED-2.23 Promote and support municipal
efforts to redevelop their downtowns
as a viable Community Core through
planning, targeted public investment,
business recruitment, and enhanced
public transit and parking.
ED-2.24 Redevelop downtown districts to
increase opportunities for retail
shopping, restaurants, lodging,
residential, civic buildings, and
entertainment in downtown districts.
ED-2.25 Work with the local finance and
banking community to increase the
availability of seed and start-up capital
for new and small businesses.
ED-2.26 Evaluate current regulations
that pertain to cottage industries and
home-based business and recommend
revisions to these regulations to
encourage the creation of such
businesses.

Objective ED-3 Provide for a diverse
local economy in a sound and wise
manner that promotes and
supports the health, safety, and
welfare of residents, businesses,
and visitors.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

ED-2.19 Encourage zoning and land use
planning to provide for an adequate
transition at the “suburban-rural
interface”.

ED-3.1 Promote and support privatesector initiatives to provide and
enhance quality of life and public
amenities.

ED-2.20 Provide a supply of sites and
buildings serviced by sewer, water,
telecommunications, and road access
in order to meet current and future
demand for diverse business and
industry.

ED-3.2 Support development of a
superior public education system.

ED-2.21 Provide low cost high speed data
network access to qualifying small
businesses located in communities of
place.
ED-2.22 Achieve high-speed bandwidth
access or a fiber optics “backbone”
throughout Shelby County.
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ED-2.12 Promote and support limited
access
and
internal
access
management in large-scale commercial
and industrial uses.

ED-3 .3 Support
development
neighborhood school facilities.

of

ED-3.4 Provide fiber optic or wireless
services capable of providing low-cost
video, high-speed data, e-government,
e-business and Internet service to all
rural areas.
ED-3.5 Attract agricultural-related
industries that not only provide job
opportunities for County residents but
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also support the diversification of the
agricultural industry and use raw
materials from area farms.
ED-3.6 Develop an educated work force
with the skills and training required
to serve current and future Shelby
County employers.
ED-3.7 Support the expansion of adult
education opportunities available to
Shelby County residents who seek high
school degrees or GEDs with School
Boards.
ED-3.8 Foster a cooperative relationship
among the Board of Education, private
employers, two- and four-year colleges,
and training facilities to enhance
workforce development.
ED-3.9 Support the University of
Montevallo as a catalyst for economic
activity within the region.
ED-3.10 Provide existing businesses the
opportunity to expand, using available
incentives for financing, provision of
land and utilities, and other factors
such as tax abatements and tax
increment financing.
ED-3.11 Provide expansion assistance to
small businesses needing referrals and
resource information.
ED-3.12 Facilitate the start up of new
businesses.
ED-3.13 Maintain an inventory of
available commercial and industrial
buildings and land to assist local firms
in finding space for expansion and
start-ups within Shelby County.
ED-3.14 Work with existing chambers to
survey local businesses for suggestions
on how County government can better
meet their needs.
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ED-3.15 Identify local industry clusters,
niches and gaps to create distinct
community identities.
ED-3.16 Recruit
knowledge-based
industrial sectors, especially research
and development-oriented industries,
technology firms, and other industries
with clean high-value inventory and/

or
products
(e.g.,
pharmaceutical).

medical,

ED-3.17 Take advantage of Shelby
County’s location in relation to
Alabama automotive industry, to
attract automotive suppliers.
ED-3.18 Develop a county branding/
identity and marketing strategy for
business development for Greater
Shelby County.
ED-3.19 Examine the feasibility of
creating a Shelby County technology
park designed as a community of place
to serve as a catalyst for technology
industries.

Objective ED-4 Target public
investment and resources in a
manner that develops or enhances
economic development
opportunities in activity centers.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

ED-4.1 Finance
and
maintain
appropriate infrastructure to support
economic development, consistent with
this plan.
ED-4.2 Shelby County shall develop a
capital improvement plan (CIP) to
prepare for future infrastructure
needs.
ED-4.3 Encourage each city to develop
a capital improvement plan (CIP) to
prepare for future infrastructure
needs.
ED-4.4 Develop a transportation plan
that identifies and prioritizes
transportation needs and identifies
potential strategies to improve traffic
flow and reduce traffic congestion,
consistent with this plan.
ED-4.5 Target public investment in a
manner that develops or enhances
economic development opportunities in
activity centers.

ED-4.7 Promote and support efforts of
agencies to achieve multi-modal
transportation solutions.
ED-4.8 Provide adequate water supply
by planning for additional surface
water treatment plants, developing
water system interconnections,
enhancing water storage capacity, and
coordinating planning efforts to gauge
future water capacity needs.
ED-4.9 Promote, maintain, and expand
the Shelby County Airport as an
economic development tool.
ED-4.10 Establish a process for
prioritizing projects and identification
of appropriate sources of funding and
match for financing to projects
identified in the CIP.
ED-4.11 Support and encourage tourism
as a viable means of diversifying the
county economy.
ED-4.12 Develop a coordinated marketing
program for tourism to include the
establishment of a Tourism Bureau.
ED-4.13 Promote local greenways and
other recreational opportunities to
enhance tourism.
ED-4.14 Support the development of
tourist attractions, facilities, and
activities that promote and help retain
the unique character of the area and
the quality of life enjoyed by residents
and visitors.
ED-4.15 Support improved gateways into
Shelby County and its communities.
ED-4.16 Promote and support efforts to
develop, refurbish, or maintain scenic
open space, cultural, historic, and
heritage resources.
ED-4.17 Promote the use of community
festivals, cultural attractions, and
special events to advance tourism
opportunities in Shelby County.

Objective ED-5 Embrace sustainable
community economic
development strategies to focus
on “growth without expansion”
through sustainable development.
To accomplish this objective, the following
policies should be implemented to the
fullest extent possible and/or as
appropriate.

ED-5.1 Encourage conservation and
recycling in the use of our natural
resources.
ED-5.2 Encourage
policymaking
org anizations and groups to
incorporate sustainability in their
planning efforts.
ED-5.3 Promote energy efficiency by
residents and businesses.
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ED-4.6 Use the County Services Building
to focus its’ redevelopment as a transit
village.

ED-5.4 Seek funding from the
Environmental Protection Agency and
private and non-profit foundations for
the expansion and protection of Green
Infrastructure
systems
and
sustainable growth practices.
ED-5.5 Target
new
business
development for areas already served
(or planned to be served) by existing
utilities (e.g., water and sewer).
ED-5.6 Promote and support integrated
restorative development to restore the
natural and built environment as a
new growth strategy for communities.
ED-5.7 Increase
income
from
agricultural operations by adding value
to local products.
ED-5.8 Research the feasibility of
developing alternative energ y
producing technology for both county
and private facilities to provide
reduced operating costs, environmental
impacts, and increased productivity.
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